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A Word From The Chair – Harriet Eisner

A

s

you

plan

your

calendar/spreadsheet of races and
you dream of your PBs and Podium
places for 2019, don’t forget there
are a number of team events where
you can fly your Totley AC colours!
I didn’t realise till a couple of years
ago that anyone can represent the
Club in a team event: you don’t have
to be an elite athlete and the fastest
woman or man in the Club to
participate. And at this point I have
to say that the Totley AC “fasties”
are a lovely, welcoming and friendly
bunch! As long as the Club can get
hold of enough places in these
events, entries are for the rest of us
too.
So look out for the call up emails
from the Club Captains. By the way, a big thank you from the Club to its 2018
Captains, Jo Brown, Caz Kay, Steve Franklin and Bart Shaw for all the work and
encouragement they have put into making sure the Club has great representation
from a huge range of Club members at events.
First off in the year are the SYCAA’s so-called Five Milers. A series of four 5 mile
road races around South Yorkshire, between March and May usually on a
Wednesday evening. Once you’ve confirmed your place with the Club, turn up in
your Totley vest and collect your number from the Club captains and warm up and
chat to your co-club members and run. It’s a great way to build your strength and
speed consistently. A friendly inter-Club atmosphere. See how you compete against
runners from other Clubs over the course of 4 races. Totley men’s and women’s
teams topped the league this year!
The SYCAA cross country series, later in the year between October and December
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are similar. A bit like Glastonbury with the Club tents and flags (and grass and
mud). Anyone can take part.
Both series are great fun and friendly. I know because I have done them and nobody
complained about me being too slow!
And don’t forget the curious Round Sheffield Way Relay at the end of September!
Totley entered 5 teams this year. Two men’s, two ladies’ and one mixed. Five legs
of ten miles each for a pair of Totlies: that’s 10 runners for each team! An ancient
description takes you around Sheffield to paths and places you have never been
before: past Tithe barns, villages stocks, concrete bridges and disused airfields –
best described as trail. And a feast at the end at Nether Edge bowling club. Brilliant
fun and a friendly team environment – reccying a must!
Towards the end of October there’s the British Fell Running Club Relay
championships. For the past couple of years Totley has been sending a couple of
teams and the Captains have said they want Club members to come forward. And
in 2019 it’s coming home to the Peak District so even if you are not actually running
it, we want Totlies to turn up and cheer on our runners from whichever hill they are
running up.
Look out for all these Club events and don’t be shy – your Club Captains want you!
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The Transplant Games
Christos Liaskos

E

very summer since 2013 I

have competed in the British
Transplant games, an annual
event held in a different location
each year. By pleasant surprise,
the first time that I competed, the
games were actually held in
Sheffield. Since then I have been
to such exotic places as
Newcastle,
Bolton,
North
Lanarkshire and Liverpool.
The first British Transplant
Games were held in Portsmouth
in 1978. They were the brainchild
of transplant surgeon Maurice
Slapack, with the aim of
spreading awareness of what can
be achieved post-transplant, and to raise the profile of the organ donor register. To
begin with competitors were invited from other countries, however, following the
creation of the World Transplant Games Federation in 1987, we now only compete
against international athletes every two years, at the World Transplant Games.
Qualification is gained by being a transplant recipient and receiving
immunosuppressant medication (this covers everyone who has received an organ so no Wayne Rooney with his hair transplant). I personally qualify having received
a double lung transplant at the end of 2011. For those of you that don’t know, I was
born with Cystic Fibrosis (CF) and was diagnosed at six weeks old. Whilst there is
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treatment for CF which can slow down its effects, there is no cure, and
transplantation eventually becomes the only option.
I always feel it is important to explain to people that whilst it was inevitable that I
would need a transplant due to being born with CF, the vast majority of organ
recipients are not born with health complications. They are born fit and healthy but
they contract viruses or encounter health problems at some point in the lives. No
one is immune to having this happen to them. The world record holder for 110m
hurdles, Aries Merritt, had a Kidney transplant, while Eric Abidala, a former
Barcelona and France international football player received a liver transplant.
These cases show that transplantation is relevant to us all, and while most people
don’t think about it until they need one, there is sadly a shortage of organs which
can only be addressed by people signing up to the organ donor register and making
their families aware of their decisions. This second point is particularly important.
Many of you may have heard the news that we will be moving to an opt-out system
in 2020, but under such a system families will still be able to refuse their loved ones
having their organs donated. This is why letting your family know of your wishes,
should the worst happen, is vital.
In terms of the games, my personal feeling is that host cities unfortunately don’t do
enough to spread awareness of the event when it is held in their city, although I do
understand that funding can be an issue here. Sadly, it is usually just the participants
and their families that are aware the games are taking place - a case of preaching to
the converted. Local residents are completely unaware and miss out on some very
inspiring moments; from the children, who have had life-saving transplants at a
very young age and run the 50m sprints on the track, to the adult swimmers and
track and field athletes who are bordering on world class levels.
This year’s games were held in Birmingham, with over 1000 participants across 17
sports. Whilst everyone at Totley knows me thanks to running, my best sport had
always been tennis. I say “had” because winning the tennis was my main goal for
the first few years that I competed at the games. However, since receiving a
transplant my life has changed completely, it is unrecognisable to my life pretransplant. I have pursued other interests, in sporting terms, mainly running and
cycling. Given that I don’t play as much tennis as I used to, unfortunately, this year,
I only managed to finish runner up; the fourth time that I have done so, having won
4
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the other two years I competed. All sports in the games are broken down into age
categories, with this year being my last in the 18-29 category. It would have been
nice to finish with a win but I have learnt to temper my competitiveness over the
years, and given that I had only played tennis five times in the year going into the
event in Birmingham, the disappointment of not winning didn’t hurt as much as it
would have done when I was younger.

Each competitor is allowed to enter up to five different events. As I have done since
2013, this meant I also entered the 5k, 800m and 1500m. While running has
become more important to me over the years, and I would love to compete with the
very best, I only started running (and cycling) after my operation as they were new,
interesting and fun sports for me. Most importantly, I wasn’t competitive at them
and therefore I put a lot less pressure on myself and was able to enjoy them much
more than the tennis, where I always expect to win. This year I only managed
fourth in the 5k, although I ran a PB of 20:48. I won bronze in the 800m and 1500m.
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In the interests of trying to just have fun and not take it too seriously, I don’t actually
time my track events, although I can say that in the 1500m I was about 300m behind
the winner. Whilst the tennis isn’t the most competitive of sports and none of the
players are anywhere near approaching world class level, the track and field athletes
are seriously fast. The world records for the 100m, 200m, 400m, 800m and 1500m
are 11.10, 23.41, 52.90, 2:02.23 and 4.26.55 respectively*.
My main target for this coming year is to get back into tennis training, as the World
Games are in Newcastle (of all places) next summer and I have unfinished business
at that level after finishing runner-up in Argentina in 2015; unfortunately, I missed
the World Games in Malaga in 2017 due to studying for my final year exams at
university and being knocked off my bike. I was quite torn over whether to focus
on running or tennis, in particular given I only run on a track once a year and I
would love to, and I believe I can, compete with the best if I focused on the track
for 12 months. However, in the end I decided to focus on tennis. Team GB is one
of only three countries that uses selection criteria in order to compete at the Worlds,
with my qualification coming through tennis. It really is an honour to be selected,
and to pull on the kit feels amazing.
Tennis was my first love and it feels wrong to abandon it, and if I am honest, I think
one of the reasons I was reluctant to dedicate myself to it is the fear that I will put
my heart and soul into it but then in the end not win. That idea is very difficult to
deal with, but I have decided to give it a go, and I think that it would be cowardly
not to. I realised that I would be giving up on years of love and hard work for a
sport simply because I was scared of losing. At this point I should probably clarify
that prior to my operation, and up until about 18 months after, tennis was my life. I
was a tennis coach from the age of 17, although I had to give it up 18 months before
my operation because I couldn’t walk more than 200m without needing a rest.
However, I still played doubles every week, and I actually played a match the week
prior to my operation. I also watched it all the time, I had a SKY subscription solely
for that purpose, and I knew stats such as every Wimbledon winner and runner-up
going back until the early ‘70’s (amongst many, many others!). Despite not being
very good at it due to my health, tennis really was my life. It gave me something to
focus on and it kept me strong, relatively speaking, although I didn’t realise how
weak I was until after my operation when I started the process of building up my
6
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strength. Playing tennis ultimately helped me through my operation and subsequent
recovery.

From my operation in late 2011 until my first British games in 2013, all my focus
was on getting fit and winning in Sheffield, which I managed to do after saving a
match point. My focus immediately turned to the World Games in Argentina 2015,
where I wanted to go on and win. In 2014 I started studying Economics at the
University of Sheffield, and one of my main goals was to get onto the University
tennis team, so I had some high quality players to train with. This was, and still is,
one of my proudest achievements. To have been through what I had with my health
but to then be selected to train with all these fit, young guys who hadn’t had any
issues growing up meant a lot to me. For that year I trained really hard, and
whenever I could I kept running and cycling as well so that I could build up my
overall strength and fitness. Getting silver in Argentina really, really hurt. I was
distraught after the final, in floods of tears, but at the same time I was extremely
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proud. I felt I had given my all, I was playing the best tennis of my life and I had
competed harder than ever. This sense of satisfaction, combined with winning my
club tournament back home for the first time ever later that summer, resulted in a
real drop in my motivation because I felt that I had nothing to work towards. I had
trained so hard, and although I didn’t actually win in Argentina, for one of the first
times I felt I hadn’t let myself down or underachieved on the tennis court. I really
struggled to see why I should keep working so hard given that I no longer had a
goal ahead of me.
Although I stayed on the University team, I mainly did so for the social side, and
rarely engaged my mind when it came to training. I felt like I had fallen out of love
with the sport and that I had achieved everything that I could reasonably be
expected to achieve. From Autumn 2015 I really wanted to see how far I could go
in terms of my general fitness. It has continued to improve ever since, to the point
where I can say I am now fitter and stronger than I have ever been. Knowing how
far I have come simply by having fun with it and never training seriously, really
does make me wonder whether I can really compete with and beat those guys on
the track if I dedicated myself to it. The London 2012 Olympics was the summer
following my operation. Simply watching it on TV was one of the most amazing
and inspiring experiences of my life, and it couldn’t have come at a better time.
Although I was already running at that point it really got me into cycling as well.
For a moment the thought of winning on the track in Newcastle next summer, in a
home World Transplant Games, was very tempting. Nevertheless, after some deep
thinking, I feel that doing so, and therefore abandoning tennis in the process, would
be doing a disservice to, and betraying a sport, that meant so much to me for most
of my life and kept me going when I was at the lowest point. Whilst running will
take a backseat for now and I may have to do a few less club runs this coming year,
I will really give the track events a go in the years to come.
*World records are only recognised if they are set at World games, but I know of
competitors who have run faster than the times listed, for example in Masters events
in the older age groups
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New Welfare Officers
So What Do They Do?
Tom Ricketts and Claire Conway

D

ata protection, safeguarding, equalities, anti-bullying policies, complaints

handling, inclusion. England Athletics, as the national governing body for our sport
expects Totley AC to have policies and systems in place that address all of these
things. For obvious reasons this is a challenge to the committee, who just want to
help club members go running and enjoy themselves! So earlier this year Harriet
(our Chair) put out a request for volunteers who could help, by taking on the role
of Welfare Officers for the club. We (Claire Conway and Tom Ricketts)
volunteered.
Our role as Welfare Officers is to support club members to resolve difficulties, and
to develop the inclusive nature of Totley AC. For instance we are interested in
ensuring that all potential runners in our patch know about Totley AC and feel
welcomed if they try out one of our sessions, whatever their background, age or
ability. We are not members of the committee but we will make recommendations
to the committee on behalf of everyone. The committee will be responsible for
deciding whether they want to take on any recommendations we make and to
implement them.
Because the club has not previously had anyone doing this role what we do to
support you is currently in development and we will be spending most of our time
listening to you to hear your ideas on how, as a club, we can be more supportive to
members or potential members. We would like to consider how to promote
diversity in all forms within Totley AC.
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We will also have the less fun job of ensuring the club is compliant with guidance
from England Athletics and the Fell Runners Association regarding the safety and
welfare of our members.
Totley AC is an inclusive, and supportive club. However, the way the club operates
can always be improved, and sometimes things can go wrong. Please chat to us on
club runs and share your thoughts and ideas about how we can make Totley AC
even more supportive and welcoming. Alternatively you can email us on
welfare@totleyac.org.uk

Claire Conway
10
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Ljubljana Marathon
28th October 2018
Matt Burden

F

inishing time: 3.03

Why Ljubljana?
I was googling European marathons in the October half term to combine with a
short holiday. The other choices were Venice and Dublin. I’d been to both those
places before so Ljubljana was the exotic choice….and it looked like a flat-ish
marathon.
Where’s Ljubljana?
When I told people I’m doing this marathon there were two responses: 1: where’s
Ljubljana I’ve never heard of it! 2: I’ve been there it’s a beautiful city you’ll love
it. Response 1 was by far the most common answer. It’s the capital city of Slovenia
by the way and it’s pronounced loo-blyah-nah.
How did I train for Ljubljana?
I did 47 training runs starting from way back in July and throughout the heatwave
summer (remember that). I averaged 4 runs a week with 6 a side football too. I did
a mix of long runs, slower runs, Marcus’ improvers and tempo runs. Training went
well overall but a week before the marathon I got a nasty sickness bug which lasted
until 4 days before the marathon.
What was my marathon aim?
To beat my pb of 2 hours 55 mins. Until a week to go I thought this was achievable.
However with bug leading up to marathon I had to think again. Could I run 26
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miles? Could I get the pb? Should I go slower and aim for 3 hours instead? I decided
to go for it and stick to my target pace. It’s only a race after all and not the olympics!
What’s Ljubljana like?
Amazing. It’s a small capital city but there’s plenty to do. I’d highly recommend
going there for a weekend city break. Lots of great places to eat and drink and loads
of things to see and do.
Where did I stay?
I stayed at Hotel Emonec which is right in the centre and a minute round the corner
from the start. They provide a buffet breakfast with great pre race carbs and protein.
They also have a massage services, I had a massage after the marathon which was
just what I needed, sorry Felipe.
Where to eat and drink?
We ended our first night going round the world food market which was a fantastic.
If you’re a vegetarian skip the next sentence. I had horse meat in flat bread, which
is a popular choice in Slovenia, it was gorgeous. Chances are lots of you have eaten
it unexpectedly in the last year or two so don’t judge me!
Ljubljana is a foodie place and I’d recommend taBar which is Slovenia tapas, and
also Lolita which is a sweet lover’s dream, it’s a café/ice cream cake parlour that
looks like willy wonders factory. Ruby who is 12 loved it, it’s very instagramable
apparently!
The river running through the city is lovely, and there are many bars alongside it to
celebrate in post marathon, which I may well have done! It’s also worth going up
the Neboticnik skyscraper for free where there is a rooftop bar/café with birds eye
views of the city.
What did I do in Ljubljana?
I’d recommend a free walking tour as a good first way to see the city, it’s
informative and fun. I also went to the castle on the hill which is well worth a visit.
The museum of illusions is good fun and very child friendly but also good for adults
too. The Tivoli park is beautiful and quite hilly. We hired bikes and rode round
12
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there. Wandering round the old
town at leisure is a relaxing way
to spend some time admiring
architecture. I really love
Ljubljana and although it’s not
the biggest city, it’s beautiful and
charming and well worth a visit.
You can also take a trip to the
beautiful Lake Bled which isn’t
too far away.
Race expo
The expo was very organised and
buzzing like the London
marathon, and I got a race t shirt,
running vest and rucksack, which
were all very stylish and Totley
green, very generous I thought. This got me in the mood for the race.
Waiting at the start of the race
On race day it was forecast to rain constantly all day. So being round the corner
from the start was very handy. Unfortunately though we had to get to the start area
to stand there for 30 minutes before the race began as it absolutely tipped it down.
I wore my Totley jacket with a broken zip as I huddled up to other runners in the
starting pen and then threw it out last minute to a lucky spectator who can now wear
the Totley green with pride. I got near to the front, but behind the Kenyans of
course.
Miles 1-14
What got lost in translation was that the half marathon also started at the same time,
So when the race started loads of people shot past me and despite aiming to stick to
my pace I accidentally went a bit faster than my race pace for the first three miles.
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I then slowed it down and everything was running smoothly (if you’ll pardon the
pun) at my PB pace until mile 14.
Miles 14- 21
At mile 14 I suddenly lost lots of energy and my legs felt shot. This could have
been caused by going off too fast, but also the bug I had leading up to the marathon,
probably a mix of both. In hindsight I may have been wiser not pushing for a PB,
but YOLO.
I kept the legs ticking over but decided to slow down a bit so I could finish it without
crawling. Miles 16-20 were a struggle as I got slower and slower and the 3 hour
pacer ran past me which was a crushing blow. I considered retiring as it was a
struggle but decided to just get round.

14
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Mile 21-26
At mile 21 the game changed! I drank a full cup of salt water, yes it was like the
sea. But I instantly felt revitalised and my legs were free again. I picked up the pace
and got faster with every mile till the end. I had more salt water at mile 23 and I
had less than a parkrun to go and I was entering the city centre. The crowds were
roaring and I felt like I was flying again, passing loads of runners who passed me
earlier. My last three miles were faster and faster and I finished really well.
Evaluation of my race
I was delighted to finish in 3.03 considering I nearly retired. In a way I’m prouder
of this race than my pb in Manchester. In that race my training and the race went
perfectly, boring right? I think it’s far more interesting you all get to read about a
race that didn’t go to plan but by reevaluating my plan and digging in it turned out
well.
Overall city and the marathon were great. I’d highly recommend doing it.

A Tale of Two City Marathons
Richard Bulmer

L

ast April I was running over the Yorkshire Moors and as I ran back into

Osmotherley my knee started to ache. Rather than stop and rest I carried on. The
next day I met old friends for a 20 mile walk in the Cleveland Hills. And next day
my knee was agony. I regretted not immediately resting.
My rehabilitation meant visits to the physio, stretching and strengthening. I doubted
myself. Would I recover? Were the naysayers right who said running wrecked your
knees? Would Middlesbrough ever win the FA Cup?!
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In June I had signed for the Hull Half Marathon and in October the Venice
Marathon. By June I had sufficiently recovered to complete Hull Half Marathon
with my nephew Jack, his first half marathon and I felt ok. So 'sensibly' afterwards
Jack and I signed up for the Cologne Marathon in October. An opportunity to watch
football, drink beer and run together.

So now I had a recovering knee and two October Marathons to train for.
16
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I nursed my knee with a diet of lunges, squats, stretches and building up my running
miles over the summer. October arrived and Jack and I flew to Cologne. We
combined the run with a Bundesliga match, Fortuna Düsseldorf v Schalke. What an
amazing atmosphere. The Cologne Marathon was brilliant. Incredibly friendly,
stereotypically German efficiency and ending by the dramatic and imposing
Cologne Cathedral on the banks of the River Rhine.

As I had two marathons in the month my strategy was to aim at just under 4 hours.
I have tendency to set off faster than a Deutsche Bahn train and struggle in the
second half. I kept holding back for the first half and covered the first 21km in
exactly 2 hours.
My legs felt great and I ate up the kilometres up to 32km. This was the remarkable
stage. This was my 17th marathon and the first I felt I could power on for the last
10km. I crossed the finish line in 3 hours 58 minutes. I was chuffed.Jack completed
his first marathon. The German beers and sausage tasted good.
Winter 2018
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So I had 3 weeks until the Venice Marathon. The strategy was rest and a few runs
to tick my legs over. I decided to aim at 3 hours 45 minutes. Not my wisest decision.
The Venice Marathon starts outside the city and follows rivers and canals back to
the beautiful Italian city.
It was a steamy Autumnal day, 19c and cloudy. I started out confidently. I covered
the first 5km in 26 minutes. At halfway my target was obviously beyond me, I'd
reached 21km in 1 hour 56 minutes. At 30km I was still on target for 4 hours.
In the last 12km I hit the 'wall' and my legs felt like slabs of Venetian marble. Up
until the last two miles I was slogging through the miles. But then I hit the most
bizarre experience in 30 years of running.
The last two miles of the race are on the island of Venice. It must be the most
historic and beautiful finish to any marathon. An array of historic sites accompany
the race while the sea gently laps by the pavements with couples in Gondolas
waving. Cheering crowds
encourage in the sunshine at
St Mark's Square while
sipping chilled white wine. If
only.
The race this year coincided
with an historic high tide and
storms. The last two miles of
the course was completely
flooded. The sea covered the
path. It was a case of
paddling not running to the
finish line. What an amazing
experience. There was a
wonderful camaraderie with
the
runners
laughing
together at the craziness of
18
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the situation. The crowds were brilliant clapping and cheering while layered in
waterproofs.
I crossed the finish line in 4 hours 24 minutes. A bit disappointed in the time but I
felt immensely privileged to have part of such an extraordinary event.
Cologne and Venice are incredibly different cities and marathons. But a common
theme is the togetherness and solidarity of runners combined with the patient
volunteers and excellent organisation. Maybe two marathons in a month is a bit
ambitious but I'll certainly remember October 2018.

Eat, Pray, Walk
How to Run an Ultra
Claire Howard

I

love running, I love eating. So, when a fellow runner told me that an ultra is an

eating competition with a bit of running I was sold.
For my first foray into the world of ultras I chose the Hardmoors 60: 62 miles along
the Cleveland Way, ending at Filey. The mileage converts into a nice round 100km
(coincidentally the age I felt when I got up the following morning).
Online ultra forums are filled with talk of back-to-back big training days and crazy
mileage. I recalled months injured with plantar fasciitis after flirting with 60 miles
per week for London. There had to be a different way.
Step up coach Kim Cavill with a list of stellar ultra performances under her belt.
She extolled the importance of rest and strength work. The focus was on quality,
rather than quantity. I found this approach hard to countenance. Right up to race
day I harboured doubts. How could I run for 12+ hours when my longest run had
been 5 hours? More on this later. First, lessons learned.
Winter 2018
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Lesson #1 - Eat
I already had extensive experience of post run cake and coffee. Now the trick was
to consume it while running. Two gels and a handful of Percy Pigs weren’t going
cut it. Minutes per mile was swapped for calories per kilometre. During training
runs I got used to consuming proper food. My strategy was “eat early for later” to
shore up calorie intake early on.
The race starting gun was my signal for a jam sandwich. My drop bag was a
children’s party: cocktail sausages, crisps, ginger beer, mini mars bars...With pizza
round my mouth and cola stains on my vest I rocked the 5 year old birthday party
look.
I'd been advised eating would get difficult in the latter race stages. Sure enough at
mile 55 I broke the world record for chewing a slice of pizza the most times without
being able to swallow it.

20
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Lesson #2 - Pray
I spent as much time preparing mind as well as body. I said prayers to bestow good
weather on race day. Pre-race, I quietly contemplated potential scenarios like how
to cope with the hen parties at Scarborough without killing anyone. I rehearsed
scenarios in my mind like dealing with blisters. So, when one started developing
during the race I stopped and treated it immediately, not worrying about the time
lost. Without my mental prep I probably would have reverted to the runners’
mentality of trying to ignore pain, which would have had consequences at this
distance.
For me, trail running is an escape
from the tyranny of tarmac and the
focus on PBs, mile splits, placings…
I’m happiest running unencumbered
by
external
pressures
and
expectations. However on race day
every rambler I encountered
‘helpfully’ gave me information I
didn’t want about my position in the
field.
At Scarborough prom I drew level
with the leading lady. Pleasantries
were exchanged but stopping to
share candy floss wasn’t on the
cards. We were matched step for
step. I sent a prayer to the running
gods, turned up my headphones, dug
deep and pushed ahead. I’d never
done a head torch run before, so
getting to the finish before dark was
another incentive to give it
everything I had in the final miles.
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Lesson # 3 Walk
In ultra training you learn to walk again. Uphill. Under Kim’s tutelage gradients I’d
regarded as runnable became power walks to conserve energy for the long game.
By the time I got to race day, walking was a natural part of my running.
However, walking rules go out of the window when tummy trouble strikes and you
have to make a dash for it. Ultra top tip: you’re out a long time so swot up on the
locations of public conveniences. Trouble is they aren’t always convenient. At
Ravenscar the public toilets were closed. The only cover was behind a campervan.
Tourists were milling about. I didn’t want to traumatise whole families. I sprinted
back up the hill and into a pub where a barman ushered me towards the facilities
and I had a welcome sit down for a few minutes.
I reached the finish at Filey Church Hall 11 hours and 29 mins after my first bite of
sandwich. Finally I believed what Kim had been telling me: It’s the cumulative
effect of consistent training that counts. Listen to your body, eat well, work on your
strength, cut out injury-inducing mindless miles and focus on the positive.
And the most important success factor? Having amazing running buddies (you
know who you are) who always believed in me, even when I doubted myself.

Trail Monte Casto
Claire Howard

T

he rain didn’t stop for 24 hours before the Trail Monte Casto. I knew it was

going to be one to remember for all the wrong reasons. I’d persuaded husband Olly
that a week in the Italian Alps in October would guarantee him days out in the
mountains, in return for a few hours of childcare while I ran a 46k race. It began in
Andorno Micca, a small town in the north. I’d imagined amazing views and
woodland glades, furnished in autumnal reds and golds. Wrong and wrong. What I
got was clag and a torrential downpour.
22
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This race is revered by locals as an end of season party. When I turned up at 7am
for the start it felt like the party had begun. Runners were laughing and talking
animatedly. I couldn’t understand how they could be so happy in so much weather.
The race director gave a lengthy pre-race briefing. I can’t understand Italian but I
guessed from the competitors’ groans that things were going to get ‘interesting’.
The path rose steeply as we tackled the 2,200 meters of ascent. I trudged uphill,
walking for so long I definitely qualified for membership to The Ramblers. Trails
had metamorphosed into streams as water gushed down the mountain.
The route was marked by coloured dots on rocks, which were obscured by the
flowing water and fallen leaves. Several times I was unsure of the way and not
wanting to run one soggy step more than I had to, I waited for the group behind me,
so I could follow them.
I was constantly ankle deep in water and drenched. When I lost my footing during
a river crossing and went in up to my chest, it didn’t seem to make me any wetter.
The temperature was relatively benign otherwise I would have been in trouble. I
squelched to the next checkpoint - a mountain hut with a warm fire and pans of hot
food. I downed a huge bowl of pasta and started to dry off. My despondent mood
lifted, buoyed by the international shared language of encouraging nods and thumbs
up from the marshals.
We came to the summit shrouded in mist. Somewhere out there I knew there were
amazing views. I tried not to think about the time and money spent to get here when
I could have had the same experience in the UK in bad weather.
We started descending muddy slopes, or in my case sliding down on my backside.
All the people I’d passed on the way up danced nimbly past, while I cursed and
inched forwards. There goes Mr Bright Green Compression Socks. And now here’s
Ms Red Skort followed by The Man With Orange Bandanna - people I’d passed
ages ago.
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In the latter stages the gradient levelled and streams became paths again. Finally, I
could run at my own pace. The fog cleared and I could see the church spires and
red tiled roofs of towns below me. I smiled for the first time.
The final mile and there was Ms Red Skort. She was not best pleased to see me
again. I didn’t need to understand Italian to know she wasn’t saying ‘Well done’.
She started gesticulating and pointing up the road. How sporting of her to encourage
me like this. I couldn’t resist hanging on her shoulder for just a little bit longer than
I needed to before showing her a very muddy pair of heels. After 6 hours I finished
7th lady, just pushing Ms Red Skort out of the prizes. So, that’s why she was so
upset; missing out on a sun visor and a face flannel.

The post-race celebration was the highlight. The Race Director kindly gave me
extra meal tickets so Olly and my son Bradley could join me in the local hall with
the other competitors tucking into a free meal. Beer flowed freely, along with the
conversation. Despite being unable to understand a word of it we were made to feel
very welcome. The group next to us shared their picnic and, more importantly, their
wine.
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The Director messaged me to say he hoped I would return next year. This isn’t top
of my list of repeat races but there is unfinished business. One day I’m going to go
back to Italy, find a run, stay on my feet and enjoy a proper view.

Lake District Classic Rock Challenge
19th July 2018
Steve Franklin

T

he Challenge consists of climbing the 15 Lake District routes from Ken

Wilson’s 1978 book ‘Classic Rock’. To crank the challenge up a notch you have to
run between the routes and aren't allowed any support. Meaning you need to carry
your food, water and kit for the day. The rough stats on it are around 55km of
running with ~4000m of ascent. From the bit of research I’d done it was first
completed on foot in 2005 (there’s a great write up on Needle Sport’s website) and
has been done by a handful of people since.
For someone who likes fell running and rock climbing and a modicum of suffering
it’s the perfect day out!
I messaged James on Tuesday 26th June asking if he might be keen for a punt,
secretly hoping he’d say “No” but deep down knowing I wanted him to be up for it
– the bloody idiot was up for it!
6 days later with little planning and hopes we could just wing it we met up in the
National Trust car park by Derwentwater. James had just driven back from North
Wales and I’d headed up from Sheffield post work so it was quite late. With it being
an A-B challenge we left James’ car and drove down to Walna Scar near to
Coniston. We had our heads down by 11.30pm ready for our 1.30am alarm.
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There hadn’t been time to recce any of the routes, walk ins/outs or the running lines
between each crag (this is not recommended). We’d done some reading, James had
climbed some of the routes before but most of them half a lifetime ago and I was
about as much use as chocolate tea pot, I’d never climbed on any of the crags and
knew maybe 40% of the running route.
The walk into Dow was spectacular, not a cloud in the sky, a big moon, gentle
breeze and warm enough to just be in shorts and a t-shirt.

Sunrise on our run from Dow to Langdale
First up was Murray’s Route on Dow, 3.10am and we were off. Murray’s was great,
the sun was coming up and it was warm, the climbing was spot on and the Lakes
looked stunning. It was maybe 50 metres up the route I wished I’d scanned the
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guidebook at a higher resolution – what a moron. It was just about legible if you
contorted your face and filled in the blanks.
From the top of Dow we headed north to Goat’s Hawse and contoured round to
Lever’s Hawse, then more contouring beneath Swirl How and Great Carrs to drop
down Wet Side Edge. We were too busy admiring the views and missed the path
down to Three Shires Stone so went cross country. Beneath Pike of Blisco then
down, what I think was one of my least favourite bits of the route, to Oxendale.

Left - Not actually sure which route this was. Right - Some tool
I think it was about half way down that the metaphorical shit hit the fan and we
realised that the Lakes were so bone dry that most of the rivers weren’t running, it
was hotting up and only 5am.
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We went direct up to Gimmer, after a little bit of faff and trying to decipher the
utterly shocking excuse for a guidebook I’d made, James set off up Ash Tree Slab,
linking this into C Route. We scuttled down the gully climber’s right of Gimmer,
I’m not sure if this is the guidebook descent route but it felt fine and deposited us
at the base of Bracket & Slab. B&S went smoothly and we picked up the path over
to Martcrag Moor and onto the BG route around to and beneath Rosset Pike and
onto the base of Bowfell. A little spring was flowing a few minutes before Bowfell,
our relief at finding water paled in insignificance compared to what was to come!
Bowfell Buttress was spectacular, we simul climbed again but more or less soloed
roped together, following the crampon scratches made route finding simple. From
the top of Bowfell there’s a fairly technical running section, it’s not particularly far
nor hilly but the rocky nature makes it slow going.
From the reading I’d done of the Challenge and the routes, Moss Ghyll Grooves
had put the willies up me a little, it sounded pretty intimidating with talk of some
airy steps and exposed positions. As we dropped along Lords Rake a party were
halfway up MGG so we opted for Jones’ Route instead. After more faff
scrambling up then back down Lord’s Rake to find the base of the route James set
off, after a little trouble route finding we topped out and descended the gully & path
climber’s right. The other party had set off on the last pitch of MGG meaning we
hopefully wouldn’t have to pass them. I set off, with a small amount of
trepidation up the exposed hanging slabs. I’d built the route up in my head but it
went by swimmingly, until I caught the other party. I followed on having a good
natter with the chap ahead, this was the first point during the day where I wondered
at what point James had had to halt progress mid-move lower down on MGG.
Off the top of Scafell Crag, a reverse of Broad Stand before contouring North on
the path beneath Pulpit Rock to reach the Corridor Route. It was hot. James was on
his 4th maybe 5th wind, tip toeing down the rocky steps. As per, we paid the price
for this overzealousness, on arriving at Tophet Wall we were cooked, literally
melting. Another party were setting off on the last pitch of Tophet, without talking
we both crawled into the slither of shade at the foot of Tophet Buttress. I had a
feeling James wasn’t feeling too chipper at this point but held my tongue as I wasn’t
feeling tip-top either. I set off up Tophet Wall, chasing the shade. Unfortunately the
party ahead weren’t moving as quick as we thought and I had to play the whole
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“we’ve been up since 2am card” along with a flutter of my eyelids and smiling
sweetly. The bloke obviously saw I was a desperate man and let me pass. Thank
you.
The next challenge was finding the top
of Needle Ridge, this proved to be
fairly simple. We located Napes
Needle below, lined ourselves up with
the top of it and hey-presto. James set
off solo down climb to hit Napes.
Napes was a relief and a relatively easy
tick.
We were more concerned with water,
we’d been reliably informed by Chris
(who was going to meet us at Pillar)
Idiots on Napes Needle
there’d be water in Sail Beck but this
seemed a really bloomin’ long way
away. We pressed on, skirting beneath Boat House Crag. The sound of a babbling
brook was music to our ears, we guzzled down more water than was comfortable
and carried on to Cloven Stone. We’d decided to head into Pillar via Robinson’s
Cairn, the path was very rocky and not that easy to run. Chris appeared out of
nowhere, offered some words of encouragement, pranced along next to us to the
base of Pillar and wisely chose to leave (had to pick the dog up) as we couldn’t find
the base of our next objective – Slab and Rib.
If there was one section of the Challenge I wish I’d reccied it would be this. We’d
no idea how far up the western buttress the routes began. After bucket loads of faff,
scrambling and guidebook abuse we found the obvious start to the route. I set off
and made a total hash of route finding, we climbed what was roughly Slab and Rib.
The summit of Pillar is pretty fantastic, a lone tower overlooking Ennerdale valley.
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From the top we chose to ab (15m) into the gap between Pillar and Pisgah then
contoured round to the descent gully.

The path heading to the base of Pillar Rock. Ennerdale valley in the
background
It’s from here you can see the path which drops into Pillar rock from the main
footpath on Pillar’s eastern ridge. After our second route on Pillar, North West
Climb we opted to run back east via the top path. This was much easier than the
Robinson’s Cairn path coming in. In hindsight I’d have rather run in on this path
too.
A combination of the temperature dropping and the realisation that we might
actually do this and me not wishing to downclimb Gillercombe Buttress in the dark
meant we moved swiftly from Pillar to Gillercombe.
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Best. Stream. Ever and a snickers at Sail Beck

A
down-climb
of
Gillercombe Buttress is the
most logical thing to do;
however, down-climbing a
route on a big mountain crag
you’ve never been to before
poses some problems. I’d
found a few images of the
route online and knew the
top of the route was directly
in line with the drystone
wall below, I wasn’t sure
this would actually work but
low and behold it did and
before we knew it we were

on the home straight.
We were shifting, at least it
felt like we were, my watch
clocked a kilometre and
we’d smashed a 6m20s km!
Night had drawn in, I’d
eaten all my food, was low
on water but James was
plugging away so I hung on
to his coat-tails.
James had made a bit of a
school boy error and hadn’t
charged his headtorch. He
dealt with it pretty well and
just sucked up the fact he'd
have to climb the last 2
routes like he was reading
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Looking at the back of Pillar after abbing off
the Pinnacle
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braille. But the Gods were smiling on us and as we trudged our way up to Troutdale
Pinnacle two headtorches came bouncing down. Two friends of James’ had had a
mini epic so were late, very very late leaving the crag but to our fortune they didn't
need one of their torches anymore and leant it to James!

Trod running east from the top of Pillar Rock
Troutdale Pinnacle is an exceptional route, due to rope drag I pitched up on top of
the Pinnacle and brought James up to me. It had been a fantastic day and the 5
minutes I had to myself up there was amazing, the moon was shimmering off of
Derwent Water, not a cloud in the sky and still warm enough to be happy in shorts
and vest.
Maybe I relaxed too soon, on arriving at Shepherd’s Crag we showed our combined
years of climbing experience… it took the best part of 25 minutes to find the bottom
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of the most climbed route in the Lake District. What a route this is, despite lack of
sleep, 30 odd miles of running and 14 routes Little Chamonix was fantastic – a
fitting end to what is and was an awesome day in the hills.
Food.
3 x Original Chia Bars
1 x Margherita Pizza (so good)
4 x Eccles Cakes
4 x Coconut Macaroons
1 x tube of Shot Bloks
Water - Several litres - not enough.

Kit.
Ultimate Direction Fastpack 15
Salomon Sense Ride Shoes
30m of 8.4mm rope
3 screwgates
1 x 16ft sling
4 x Extender quickdraws
2 x DMM phantom QDs
6 Wires
2 x DMM Torque Nuts
Rock boots
Chalk Bag

Reprinted from http://www.frontrunnersheffield.co.uk/news-blog/

Hathersage Night Fell Race
Matt Ridge

H

aving completed all of the Hathersage Night fell races to date (erm, last year’s

inaugural event), I wanted to continue my impressive run of PBs. There were
several factors in my favour in 2018 - no ice on the course, I knew where the low
hanging branch was that removed my headtorch last year, I knew not to stop for a
chat with the mountain rescue chaps and also not to waste further time getting my
mobile out to make mid-race videos. I'd even had breakfast AND remembered to
slip a few waters in between my coffees so I was in prime condition! I know I
haven't mentioned training at this point – but it's easy to go fast in a night race due
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to the monsters leaping out of the shadows spurring you on. The wheels came off
though, when I managed to get my couple of planned work deliveries in the wrong
order and arrived home in Crosspool 45mins after my lift went! Frantically
grabbing full FRA kit from around the house meant I'd got my gardening hat and
my 10 year old daughter’s gloves. No time to worry, as I now had 30 mins to drive
to Hathersage, park, register and get to the start line.
Things got better though – a parking space opposite the shop, a mate stood in the
doorway to point me at the registration desk and an immediate Totley team photo
to make me feel like I was doing the right thing with my life. A quick chat with
Steve who looked nervous about his post-race talk and then onto the start line with
a relaxed looking Scott and Tim who'd been in Hathersage 45mins longer than me!
Remember the simple things I had to remember to get this PB? 5 mins into the race
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I had to stop for a wee that, looking back, I wish I'd asked Norris McWhirter to
time. The rest of the race was as you'd expect for one in the fog, at night, with a
headtorch picking out raindrops really well, contrasting nicely with the terrain I was
trying to get a view of. Up on the edge, my nerve went a bit when a woman ahead
went full length after a slip – the chap running next to her said "your headtorch isn't
giving out any light at all" and gave her his spare. A typical fell running community
gesture. I started to guess the mileage of my Salomons as I know I wear the grips
out fast and was slipping around – yes, my mind was in "excuses not to get a PB"
mode. Dropping off the edge, I was thrilled to find the slight breeze was now
following me, meaning my breath and the clouds of moisture evaporating off my
clothes were drifting with me, causing the same effect as driving in fog with your
headlights on full beam. Further non-PB excuse there ladies and gents.
I'll jump to the post-race now. Fantastic food again, a decent pint of Bradfield and
ringside seats for Steve Franklin’s first ever professional lecture! No idea why he
was nervous earlier as he got the crowd on his side immediately and kept their
attention throughout. I've not checked my race time yet, but I don't care because
I've eaten a pie AND Steve has guaranteed I'll be a minute faster next time!
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Diving Back In
Chris Day

L

iz and I began 2018 determined to

regain our fitness. We’d both effectively
taken 2 years off from running to have our
baby. And, although it was amazing to now
have Sophia in our lives, we were both now
a little podgier and much less fit than we’d
been prior to 2016. It’s not only very easy to
lose your fitness, but it’s also very
demoralising to be so far away from where
you once were, so we concluded that the best
way to do this was to set ourselves a challenge for the year. Therefore, we created
a list of over 25 races of varying difficulty and distance spread throughout the year
and got the babysitter booked in.
The first race of the year was the Tigger Tor on the 28th January. The weather was
surprisingly kind to us - we both got through it unscathed and suddenly more
optimistic about the upcoming year of running... and then was the Grindleford
Gallop. I’m sometimes a bit cynical about having to take the required FRA kit on
many of the races we do, but by the time I got to Curbar Edge, I was very glad I
had it with me! Sub-zero temperatures, snow, and a howling cross-wind is not the
most pleasant weather to run in but it was at least another one ticked off the list.
The weather continued to affect our plans causing the postponement of the
Dronfield 10k and we were simply unable to get off the drive for the Runner vs
Steam in Rowsley due to the snow. However, the Totley series started without a
hitch in March with the Blackamoor race.
The old reliable Stanage Stumble came around as usual in May as the weather
improved. The 23 miles was the furthest Liz had ever run so it was a big milestone
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for her. We were therefore sad to hear the following day that the charity Home Start
had gone into liquidation and with it came the end of the Stanage Stumble
Next, we had a few old
favourites such as the RSR,
Colin’s Handicap, and the
Totley Moor before our longest
of the year – the White Peak
Walk. This 26-miler takes you
from Monyash on a circular
route along the part of the
Limestone Way and through
some of the most beautiful bits
of the South Peak. The weather
was glorious, as were the pie &
peas at the end of the run!
Highlights of the second half of
the running season included the
foggy Kentmere Horseshoe, the
scorching hot Dronfield 10k,
Go Big Moor, the old reliable
10 10 10, and our first time running the Exterminator. Our final race of the year
will be the Percy Pud – the course where both Liz & I have our 10k road race PBs
which we’re both determined to beat! Will we do it? Maybe. However, if I’m
honest, I’ll be happy if I’m simply not beaten to the finish by someone dressed up
as a bottle of beer!
As we approach the Christmas season and look back, this has been an amazing year
for me in terms of running – and I’ve also ticked quite a few runs off the bucket
list. Getting everything planned and on the calendar in advance meant that the runs
took priority and having some targets is very motivating in terms of actually getting
out and training. At the time of writing I’m already getting together a list of runs
for 2019 – see you there!
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Totley Thursday Improvers Sessions
A Beginner's Perspective
Tom Briggs

T

he aim of this article is to provide an insight into the Thursday Improvers

sessions and the potential benefits for those who want to move their running on to
the next level.
I began running nearly 3 years ago, not long after my 40th birthday. As a rock
climber with a young family, fell running was a new way to explore and enjoy the
Peak District and crucially, it took up less time than climbing. Since my first run
up on Kinder Scout, I have taken part in races in the Peak District, Lake District
and Snowdonia. With zero natural ability and speed (I was never much good as a
kid and became obsessed with climbing at age 11), I have relied on my confidence
on rough and rocky ground to finish "towards the back of the middle of the pack".
I did some 'workouts' on my own, normally hill reps or laps on Win Hill when I
was training for Lakeland fell races.
After returning from our family summer holiday this year and having decided to
join Totley AC back in January, I could no longer find an excuse not to try one of
the weekly sessions. At the start of 2018 I identified that my flat speed was not
improving and began focusing on increasing my cadence and general running
economy. Perhaps not surprisingly, I experienced some injury problems (sore
achilles, a tight left hamstring). I trained with a heart rate monitor and had an overall
understanding of training 'zones'. Listening to various podcasts informed me that I
needed to do more running at an easier pace to try and build my aerobic base for
the long term.
By early October I had overcome the injuries and trotted down to Millhouses Park
for a session called 'surges', which was run by Marcus. I counted 22 runners,
perhaps a few more women than men. After a steady 2Km warm up, the meat of
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the session was 2 x 10 minutes of continuous running, being approximately 200m
speed intervals (the 'surging'), with 200m of recovery jogs. In between each 'set'
there was a jog around the block to help your heart rate drop back to a reasonable
level. The session finished with a 5 minute set of surges, before a warm down.
Everyone worked at individual paces and efforts, with the group including those
whom I subsequently realised are sub 3-hour marathon runners, right through to
myself. I finished the session on a high and decided to commit to the sessions,
entering the 10Km Percy Pud as a goal race.
Fast forward 2 months and the Percy Pud is nearly here. I have only every run one
Parkrun and I have never raced on the road. It feels as though the Improvers sessions
have given me a set of 3 or 4 gears, rather than the 2 that I had before. Clearly
something is happening to my legs and my cardiovascular system. My cadence has
increased and it now feels natural to run with a quicker cadence on even my easy
runs. I feel as though I can hold a steady effort for longer and my 'steady' pace
(measured by my heart rate) is about 10 seconds per Km quicker than it was a few
months ago. Nothing monumental, but it feels significant. In the recent 'Leg it to
Lathkil' fell race I was able to maintain pace on the flatter sections more easily,
though I was still slow on a short downhill road section. Overall I just felt fitter and
also stronger.
The Thursday Improver sessions typically work on a cycle of 4 weeks, with a
different session each week, though so far I have done 5 different types of sessions.
They normally include hill intervals. One session involves finishing with 3 x 200m
downhill sprints, which is fun and undoubtedly the fastest I have run since about
age 13! Training in a group pushes you harder than you would be able to on your
own. You pace yourself against others of a similar ability and it often feels as
though you're being dragged up the hill by the person in front as you try and
maintain the effort. The group is very supportive. I once became out-of-step with
the rest of the group on a hill session and was getting left behind. Someone ran back
and fetched me!
If you have been running for a while and feel like you need to do something to
move your running on, then I definitely recommend the Thursday evening
Improvers sessions. I've enjoyed them and I whilst I am realistic about my 10Km
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potential, I am really looking forward to the Percy Pud, not least because many of
those whom I have been training with are also competing. I am also excited about
next year's fell races, with my goal being to move from the "back of the middle of
the pack" to the "middle of the pack".

Exterminator
Grin or Grimace?
Many Totley runners were out for the final Totley Series race this year, sporting a
variety of facial expressions…
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Photos: Neil Stabbs
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Peak District Autumn Trail Run Series
2018
Castleton, Sunday 2nd September 2018
Mandy Moore

A

dvertised as scenic and on trails so it sounded good to me and took me on a

route that I had not visited before. There was a choice of long or short courses &
opted for the short. I’m sure when I entered the route was longer and the start time
later but come race week when I checked the website, the route was shorter and my
start time earlier by 45 minutes due to a bike race taking place nearby. Despite only
being about 4 miles, we were advised to carry kit which on a very hot day (same
day as the Exterminator) didn’t seem necessary and some people got away without
carrying anything; I’m sure I doubled my weight with the stuff I had in my bum
bag but didn’t want to be disqualified.
The start was up the nasty rocky Cave Dale at the back of Peveril Castle, then a
loop around fields at the top of the hill before a manic descent back down Cave
Dale. Afterwards we returned to race HQ in the village hall for cakes & coffee then
drove back to Hathersage Road to watch Team Totley in the Exterminator. After
being quite lazy this year I was well chuffed with my result which was for
Ladies: Gold – sub 0.40 mins and gave me back my running mojo.
1

David Gibbs

MV50

27:10

5

Sarah Martin-Smith

1st F

31:21

15

Mandy Moore

2nd FV50 Totley

38:18

I was joint 4th in the series.
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Scarborough 10k
21st October 2018
Mandy Moore

I

first ran this race in 2010 when it was started by Sally Gunnell, 400m hurdle

Olympic champion (she beat me by about a minute). Roll onto 2017 and Andrew
could no longer run so I enlisted son Louie, Navy Dave & Claire C to join in the
weekend fun, which involves not only the race but usual sea side activities such as
ice cream, donuts, two English Heritage castles, dodgems, fortune telling by Zoltar
and some late night karaoke at the Newcastle Packet! Such fun was had in 2017
that we decided that we must do it all again and duly marked that the entries opened
at 7:30am on Friday 1st June. Come the day I wasn’t at work so slept in and when
I finally looked at the calendar it was 9:15am, some bad language was used and I
dashed to the pc to find that entries were almost sold out. Hastily I tried to enter
myself whilst texting round Totley fellows to get their entries in, relieved that Navy
& Claire got in but sadly others missed out. 2500 entries sold out in two and a half
hours! Within the next hour, our accommodation (previously used by Nave
&Claire) was also booked.
We could all now sit back for 4 and a half months and relax, plenty of time to get
back into running haha. This is where we all did our usual thing about planning
for the weekend but forgetting that we also should train or at least do a bit of
running to prepare for the race. I manage to get myself back to the club with
about 5 weeks to go but I’m sure the guy at the front who ran 32 minutes did a lot
more training than us three put together.
Come the weekend and the weather was glorious. The hotel had fabulous sea
views and from one of the windows in our room you could look down to the
Spa.Never before had I been able to see the start/ finish of a race from my bed!
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Totley Championship Races 2019
Short Fell Race

5k

Grindleford – Thursday 20th June

parkruns – club vests to be worn

Bamford Carnival – Wednesday 17th July

Graves Park - 6th April

Eyam Barrel – Tuesday 27th August

Poolsbrook Chesterfield - 16th June
Bakewell – 21st September

Trail Runs

10km

Carsington Water Half Marathon Saturday 23th February

Dronfield 10k - Sunday 7th April

th

Dovedale Dipper – Sunday 4 August
Bawtry Forest Trail Race – Sunday 8th
September TBC

Barlow – Friday 12th July TBC
Bolsover 10k – Sunday 8th December

TBC

Ten10Ten – Sunday 6th October TBC

Long Fell Race

Half Marathon

Mickleden Straddle – Sunday 3rd
February

Sheffield Half – Sunday 14th April

Exterminator – Sunday 1st September
Gobigmoor - Saturday 12th October

Winter 2018

Worksop - Sunday 27th October TBC
Clowne - Sunday 24th November TBC
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British Fell Relay Championships
Sunday 20th October 2018

T

otley entered 4 teams into the FRA Fell Relays in Grasmere this year, 2

men’s teams (a senior and V40) and two women’s teams.
For the uninitiated, a team comprises 6 runners over 4 legs, a short leg, a paired
long leg, a paired navigation leg and short leg to finish.
Results
Totley Men

29th

Totley Ladies

144th

Totley V40 Men

49th

Totley Ladies B

235th

For full results see www.britishfellrelays2018.org.uk

Sam Mellor and Joe Farnell – Totley Men Nav Leg
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Jo Brown – Totley Ladies Nav Leg

Colin Osborne completes the final leg for Totley Vets
Photos: Jamie Rutherford
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South Yorkshire Cross Country

T

otley are now the 2018 South Yorkshire League Cross Country Champions!

Approx 30 runners were involved, with the men are the Open Championship
winners, with individual medals for Jenny Featherstone (Open Championship V35
winner), Anne Hegarty, Neil Stabbs and Rob Owen.

Photos: Alistair Wood
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Issue credits

The editors would like to thank all contributors, both the volunteers and the
volunteered!

Summer 2018

21 articles by 17 authors (8 female, 9 male)
Average 588 words

Winter 2018

12 articles by 11 authors (3 female, 8 male)
Average 852 words

Total 2018

33 articles by 26 authors (9 female, 15 male)
Average 684 words

Plus all who have contributed photos, schedules and committee notes etc…

Photos:

Front cover: Bart brings home the bacon on the Glory Leg at the
British Fell Relays - Jamie Rutherford
Back cover: Trust your watch, not your clock - Matt Burden
finishes the Coniston 14 - Sam Mellor
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Keep on running!
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